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Abstract
Fiction reading experience affects emotion recognition abilities, yet the causal link remains underspecified. Current theory
suggests fiction reading promotes the simulation of fictional minds, which supports emotion recognition skills. We examine
the extent to which contextualized statistical experience with emotion category labels in language is associated with emotion
recognition. Using corpus analyses, we demonstrate fiction texts reliably use emotion category labels in an emotive sense (e.g.,
cry of relief), whereas other genres often use alternative senses (e.g., hurricane relief fund). Furthermore, fiction texts were shown
to be a particularly reliable source of information about complex emotions. The extent to which these patterns affect human
emotion concepts was analyzed in two behavioral experiments. In experiment 1 (n = 134), experience with fiction text predicted
recognition of emotions employed in an emotive sense in fiction texts. In experiment 2 (n = 387), fiction reading experience
predicted emotion recognition abilities, overall. These results suggest that long-term language experience, and fiction reading, in
particular, supports emotion concepts through exposure to these emotions in context.
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Reading is almost entirely a solitary act, and yet there is abun-
dant evidence suggesting that reading, particularly reading
fiction, has positive consequences for social cognition. For
example, reading fiction improves theory of mind (Dodell-
Feder & Tamir, 2018; Mar et al., 2006, 2009) and invites
pro-social behaviors (Koopman, 2015). Studies manipulating
reading exposure have yielded mixed results on the effects of
fiction reading immediately following exposure; some have
reported a positive relationship between fiction reading and
mentalizing (Kidd & Castano, 2013), while others report fail-
ure to replicate these effects (Panero et al., 2016; Samur et al.,
2018). However, even studies that fail to find an immediate
effect of fiction reading report that estimates of fiction reading
rates over the lifetime correlate with performance on
mentalizing tasks. Moreover, several meta-analyses have
found small but reliable effects of fiction reading in both short

term manipulations (Dodell-Feder & Tamir, 2018) and in
measurements of cumulative fiction reading (Mumper &
Gerrig, 2017).

As Dodell-Feder and Tamir (2018) have noted, establish-
ing the link between fiction reading and social cognition does
not identify the reason(s) why such a link exists.
Understanding the route by which fiction reading affects so-
cial cognition is important both for theories of social cognition
and for potential applications: if non-social activities such as
fiction reading affect social behavior and cognition, then ma-
nipulations of experience may inform development of social
behaviors and perceptions. Several attempts to address the
source of the fiction-social cognition link have focused on a
potential role for fiction reading in emotion recognition, which
we turn to next.

Fiction and Emotion Processing Accuracy

Readers of fiction are known to infer characters’ emotional
states (Gernsbacher et al., 1998). An embodied perspective
goes further and suggests that that readers do not simply infer
characters’ states; they simulate the emotional states while
reading (Bal & Veltkamp, 2013; Mar & Oatley, 2008).
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According to this perspective, readers must “project them-
selves into the represented events” (Mar & Oatley, 2008, p.
173) of fiction. Empathic improvement from reading fiction
depends upon “transportation and transformation” (Bal et al.,
2011, p. 362) of the reader catalyzed by simulation and com-
prehension of the unfamiliar mental state of fictional charac-
ters. In other words, reading fiction causes simulation of char-
acters’ emotions, providing practice being empathic, which in
turn improves recognition of all emotions. Consistent with this
perspective, some studies have found that the content of fic-
tion text matters: romance, thrillers (Fong et al., 2013), and
literary fiction (Kidd & Castano, 2013, 2017; Pino & Mazza,
2016) have been claimed to emphasize an exploration of the
mental state of fictional characters and to be especially effec-
tive in supporting empathy.

Psychological theories that link emotion concepts to simu-
lated emotion experience specifically predict that language
experience, and therefore differences in accumulated language
experience incurred through reading, is related to the ability to
recognize emotion expression. Embodied simulation accounts
hold that conceptual knowledge about emotion is grounded in
part by sensorimotor and interoceptive experience, which con-
stitute modal rather than abstract representations of emotion
concepts (Kavanagh et al., 2011; Niedenthal, 2007). Further,
emotion concepts are situated such that specific contexts de-
termine which aspects of the modal representation is used in a
given instance of emotion processing. A number of studies
support the claim, derived from this account, that emotion
concepts exert early effects on the perceptual processing of
facial expression (Halberstadt & Niedenthal, 2001;
Halberstadt et al., 2009). Halberstadt et al. (2009) led partici-
pants to conceptualize faces that expressed ambiguous blends
of happiness and anger as either one or the other of those
discrete emotions. On indicators of both perceptual memory
and automatic facial mimicry, the researchers found evidence
of biased encoding: ambiguous expressions encoded as “hap-
py” later elicited more automatic smiling than did expressions
encoded as “angry,” for example.

Relatedly, psychological constructionist theories hold that
conceptual knowledge encoded in language is used to provide
specific emotional meaning to interoceptive and exteroceptive
sensations associated with general affect (Barrett, 2017;
Lindquist & Gendron, 2013; Lindquist et al., 2015). Thus,
“the scowls, frowns, grimaces, and growls you see over time
presumably develop into conceptual knowledge for what anger
looks like, helping you to make meaning of new instances of
facial actions as instances of anger” (Doyle & Lindquist, 2017,
p. 62). Several studies demonstrated that impairing individuals’
access to emotion word meanings compromises their ability to
accurately perceive discrete emotions in facial expression
(Lindquist & Gendron, 2013; Lindquist et al., 2014). And in a
more recent study, Doyle and Lindquist (2017) showed that
learning novel labels for never-before-seen facial actions

expressed by “aliens” biased perceptual memory such that par-
ticipants later recalled new instances of the facial actions as
being more similar to the previously learned ones.

In addition to linking internal and external–perceptual ex-
perience, labels also serve to improve category learning by
making categories more distinct (Lupyan et al., 2007). For
example, imagine two people cooking, and one asks the other
to pass the peeler. In the immediate context, the word “peeler”
communicates the object requested, but in a broader sense, the
use of the label “peeler” also serves as a social and linguistic
signal that the object is a distinct category from objects with
other labels, such as “knife” and “grater,” even though these
objects have similar functions. Similarly, the word “anger” not
only serves as a label for the concept, the label also helps the
“anger” concept remain distinct from other labeled concepts
such as “contempt” and “disgust.”

Together, prior work suggests that reading fiction improves
emotion recognition via embodied simulation of emotions in
fictional characters, via category learning through exposure to
emotion labels in fiction, or both. In principle, embodied sim-
ulation and learning via labels could independently inform
emotion recognition. Fiction passages might describe a char-
acter’s behaviors that could be simulated by the reader without
the presence of any category labels. Conversely, participants
may encounter emotion category labels without access engag-
ing in social simulation. Regardless, closer investigation of the
nature of emotion language in fiction texts may be informative
about the link between fiction and emotion recognition.

Characterizing Beneficial Properties of Fiction

Most research into the fiction–emotion relationship empha-
sizes the characteristics of readers that moderate the relation-
ship between fiction reading and empathy: participants with
high scores on measures associated with fiction reading
(Acheson et al. 2008), with greater self-rated textual engage-
ment (Bal & Veltkamp, 2013; Johnson, 2012), greater trait
openness (Djikic et al., 2013), and fewer depressive symptoms
(Koopman, 2015) show the strongest relationships between
fiction reading and empathy. Only a few studies have sought
to characterize the properties of fiction text, as distinct from
other types of text, that yield positive emotion processing
outcomes. Koopman (2016) manipulated li terary
foregrounding—holistically defined as original phonological,
semantic, and grammatical features such as metaphor and
imagery—and showed texts with more foregrounding support
empathy to a greater degree than texts with less
foregrounding. Using a small sample of experimental texts,
Kidd et al. (2016) claimed reflexive markers, operationalized
as the proportion of words associated with discussion of men-
tal states, partially mediated the effect of fiction reading on
empathy. While some research has concluded that “the effect
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of [literary fiction] across experiments may not be easily re-
duced to superficial literature characteristics” (p. 380, Kidd &
Castano, 2013), researchers have increasingly called for a
close analysis of fiction literature to establish why fiction read-
ing supports empathy (Kidd & Castano, 2017).

Large-scale language corpora have made it possible to
characterize fiction and other genres of text via analyses of a
genre’s statistical patterns, derived from many million or
multi-billion-word corpora. These statistical differences
across genres have been linked to linguistic behavior, includ-
ing vocabulary development (e.g., Goodman et al., 2008) and
the comprehension and production of complex syntax (e.g.,
Montag & MacDonald, 2015). By characterizing natural lan-
guage, large and representative corpora warrant claims about
the relationship between language experience in everyday life
and emotion processing abilities. To establish the qualities of
fiction texts that are broadly relevant for emotion theory, sta-
tistical analyses of the qualities of emotion content, applied
over large corpora of fiction and non-fiction texts, may aid in
identifying the cause of fiction’s impact on empathy.

Aims of the Present Study

The present work combines corpus analyses and behavioral
methods to clarify how reading experience with emotion cat-
egory labels affects emotion recognition. We focused on emo-
tion category labels because they may have an important role
for emotion recognition, as discussed above.

First, we conducted corpus analyses of fiction and non-
fiction genres to quantify how frequently emotion category
labels are used in an emotive sense in fiction and non-fiction
texts. If fiction uniquely supports emotion recognition abili-
ties, then emotion category labels should be used in an emo-
tive sense more often in fiction than non-fiction. Second, in
two experiments, we measured experience with reading fic-
tion and emotion recognition abilities. If fiction reading expe-
rience supports emotion recognition, then participants with
greater fiction reading experience should show greater recog-
nition of emotions.

Corpus Analyses

Corpus For the following analyses, we employed the Corpus
of Contemporary English (COCA; Davies, 2008), a growing
body of English language across different genres. The corpus
includes text tagged from various genres. For analysis, we
split the corpus by Fiction, Spoken, and Other genres.
Descriptions of all genres may be found in the COCA docu-
mentation (https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/help/texts.
asp). Fiction texts included short-stories and plays from liter-
ary and popular magazines for both children (e.g., Scholastic

Scope) and adults (e.g., The New Yorker) and first chapters of
fiction books. The Spoken category includes transcriptions of
unscripted conversations from popular television and radio
programs (e.g., Good Morning America, Jerry Springer, All
Things Considered). The Other category collapsed across re-
maining genres, including newspapers (e.g., Associated
Press), academic journals (e.g., Stanford Law Review), and
popular magazines (e.g., Smithsonian). At the time of analy-
sis, the corpus was composed of roughly 560+ million words.

Procedure Simple (anger, joy, surprise, disgust, sadness, fear)
and complex emotion category labels (amusement, despair, re-
lief, anxiety, pleasure, irritation, interest, pride), along with their
contexts spanning the 5 preceding and 5 following tokens were
extracted from the corpus by lemma. Due to the large number
of extracted tokens, one twentieth of each emotion category
label was randomly selected for analysis. A total of 20,172
emotion category labels and their contexts were analyzed. In
reported statistics, errors in extraction from the corpus resulting
in incomprehensible strings (n = 22) were removed from the
dataset, leaving a total of 20,150 analyzed cases.

Because individual words are highly ambiguous, it was
necessary to hand-code the sentence contexts to determine
which examples of the target words were truly labeling emo-
tions. For each token, research assistants were tasked with
identifying whether the emotion category label was used in
an emotive sense (e.g., cry of relief) or not (e.g., hurricane
relief fund). In instances where research assistants were un-
certain about the emotive content of the emotion category
label in context, one experimenter (SS) provided a judgment.

For each combination of emotions, corpus genres, and
raters, a total of 20 contexts were randomly selected to be
coded again by a third research assistant to calculate inter-
rater reliability. In bins without a total of 20 contexts, all cases
were selected, resulting in a total of 985 cases that were coded
by both coders 1 and 3 or coders 2 and 3.

Results Emotive ratings were analyzed with respect to the
corpus in which the emotive category label occurred. We fit
a binomial mixed effects regression, predicting emotive rating
(1, 0) from emotion type (− 0.5 = simple; 0.5 = complex),
corpus genre (− 0.5 = non-fiction; 0.5 = fiction), and their
interaction along with a by-emotion random intercept. Note,
the coding for corpus genre collapsed across Other and
Spoken genres, as we were specifically interested in compar-
ing fiction to other genres, though means of each genre are
reported for comparison. There are three main findings of
interest. First, complex emotions were used in an emotive
sense (M = .56) less frequently than simple emotions (M =
.96), overall, as indicated by a significant effect of emotion
type, b = − 2.47, X2(1) = 10.31, p < .01. Second, fiction
corpora employed emotion category labels in an emotive
sense more frequently (M = .98) than spoken (M = .70) or
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other corpora (M = .66), as indicated by a significant effect of
corpus genre, b = 2.83, X2(1) = 537.64, p < .001. Third, simple
emotions were used in an emotive sense across all of fiction
(M = .99), spoken (M = .93), and other corpora (M = .95),
while complex emotions were used in an emotive sense con-
sistently only in fiction corpora (M = .97) and not spoken (M =
.46) or other corpora (M = .49), as indicated by a significant
interaction between emotion type and corpus genre, b = 1.95,
X2(1) = 65.05, p < .001. This pattern is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Contexts coded by two raters matched in rating for most
cases (M = .81). Cohen’s kappa indicated significant overlap
between rater 1 and rater 3 (κ = .77) and fair overlap between
rater 2 and rater 3 (κ = .33).

Discussion These data suggest that complex emotion informa-
tion is available from fiction corpora. Unlike simple emotions,
which are used in an emotive sense equally across fiction, spo-
ken language, and other corpus genres, complex emotions are
used in an emotive sense predominantly in fiction corpora. As a
whole, these data complement many previous studies suggest-
ing that fiction is a strong source of emotion information (e.g.,
Kidd & Castano, 2013). If these differences in the treatment of
emotion category labels shape emotion concepts, then experi-
ence with fiction texts should predict emotion recognition abil-
ities for complex emotions and less so for simple emotions.

Experiment 1

In this experiment, we tested the extent to which recognition
of simple and complex emotions are differentially predicted
by experience with fiction reading. We employed two tasks:

the Author Recognition Task (ART; Acheson et al., 2008) and
the shortened version of the Geneva Emotion Recognition
Test (GERT-S; Schlegel & Scherer, 2016). The ART is pre-
sumed to assess fiction language experience through knowl-
edge of authors, most of whom are fiction authors. If experi-
ence with fiction is particularly important source of complex
emotion information, as suggested by our corpus analyses,
and language experience affects emotion recognition abilities,
then more experience with fiction should correspond to better
recognition of complex emotions.

This experiment and the following experiment were ap-
proved by the University of Wisconsin-Madison I.R.B. and
all participants gave their informed consent prior to participa-
tion. All data and analyses are available online (https://osf.io/
79tmf/files/).

Participants A total of 134 University of Wisconsin-Madison
undergraduate students (Mage = 18.75; .70 female) received
course credit for their participation. Each student indicated
native experience with English, having spoken English in
the home before the age of 5.

Materials Videos of actors expressing emotions were taken
from the GERT-S. Videos were shot from the chest up, cap-
turing posture, movement, facial expression, and vocaliza-
tions of actors, though no real language was expressed in
any video. Actors expressed one of 14 different emotions,
corresponding to the simple (anger, joy, surprise, disgust, sad-
ness, fear) and complex (amusement, despair, relief, anxiety,
pleasure, irritation, interest, pride) emotions identified in the
corpus analyses. Participants judged 3 videos for each emo-
tion, for a total of 42 total judgments from each participant.

Fig. 1 Corpus analyses split by
corpus genre. Fiction texts
employed emotion category
labels more often in emotive
contexts (red) than in non-
emotive contexts (gray). Complex
emotions were used most
regularly in an emotive sense in
fiction texts, but not other genres.
Simple emotions were used in
emotive senses across all genres
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We used the Author Recognition Task (Acheson et al.,
2008), a common assessment of fiction reading used in a
number of studies of fiction reading and social cognition.

Procedure Participants were seated in individual booths in a
room with up to 5 other participants and the experimenter.
Following completion of informed consent, participants en-
tered a Qualtrics survey requesting demographics informa-
tion. Participants then completed the ART followed by the
GERT-S.

In the ART, participants were instructed to identify real
authors and reject non-author, foil names. Participants were
presented with a grid of names and asked to click on the names
of real authors and ignore names of non-authors. Participants
were told that points would be subtracted for selecting non-
authors. They did not receive feedback on their selections.

At the beginning of the GERT-S, participants were request-
ed to wear provided headphones. Participants were then given
brief instructions about the nature of the task and provided
instructions for each of the 14 emotion category labels that
were employed in the task. During each trial, participants
watched a video of an actor. Following completion of the
video, the participant immediately labeled the emotion
expressed by the actor using 1 of 14 emotion category labels
arranged in a circle. Prior to beginning the task proper, partic-
ipants were provided the opportunity to practice on one trial
and given an option to practice another trial. The experiment
progressed automatically until completion at which time the
participant was informed of their accuracy on the GERT-S.

Results Accuracy on each trial of the GERT-S (0 = incorrect, 1
= correct) was regressed on the emotion type presented in the
video (− 0.5 = simple, 0.5 = complex), participant ART score
(square rooted and mean centered), and the interaction between
the two. By-item and by-participant random intercepts as well
as a by-item random slope for participant ART score and a by-
participant random slope for emotion type were included in the
reported model. See Fig. 2 for average participant recognition
accuracy per emotion type and smoothed trend.

Participants were not better at recognizing one type of emo-
tion (simple/complex) over another, as indicated by similar
rates of recognition for simple and complex emotions and a
non-significant effect of emotion type, X2(1) = 0.49, p = .48.
Furthermore, participants who had higher ART scores were
not better at recognizing emotions, overall, as indicated by a
non-significant effect of ART score, X2(1) = 2.34, p = .13.
However, the interaction between the emotion type and
ART score was significant, b = 0.18, X2(1) = 4.24, p < .05,
indicating that participants who had higher ART scores were
better able to recognize complex emotions.

Discussion These results accord neatly with the previously
reported corpus analyses. Participants with higher ART scores

were better able to recognize complex emotions. These results
suggest that fiction reading experience supports emotion rec-
ognition and that this support may be specific to the emotions
that are uniquely treated in an emotive sense in fiction texts.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 sought to replicate experiment 1 to assess reli-
ability with a larger and more diverse sample. The experiment
was thus modified to be run on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.
Design and analyses were pre-registered using the Open
Science Framework (https://osf.io/jc95w; Foster &
Deardorff, 2017).

Participants A sample of 400 native English speakers (spoken
English in the home before the age of 7) from the USA were
compensated $2.50 for their participation. In addition to loca-
tion and language requirements, participants were required to
be between the ages of 18 and 25 (Mage = 21.90; .52 female).
We retained an age range similar to that in experiment 1 be-
cause ART score is positively correlated with age; a longer
history of reading provides more opportunity for encountering
author names on the test.

Data was collected in an initial batch of 10 participants,
which was checked by an experimenter to ensure proper sav-
ing and storage. An additional 390 participants were then col-
lected following this step, and data was analyzed only follow-
ing collection of all 400 participants.

Materials The GERT-S and ART were the same as used in
experiment 1 with an addition of some attention checks.
Attention checks were added to the ART and to the end of
the experiment to filter out participants responding randomly.
The ART attention check required participants to click one box
labeled “Please indicate this box is an author” placed randomly
in the list of names. Participants were instructed of the presence
of this box, though they were not told where the box was
located. The attention check at the end of the experiment
entailed a definition matching task. Participants were required
to match definitions of the 14 emotion category labels
employed in the GERT-S to the words. Each participant saw
a 15th definition that read “Please choose the response ‘pride’.”

Procedure The procedure for this experiment was the same as
experiment 1, though no interaction with the experimenter
was possible due to method of administration.

Results Following our pre-registered analysis plan, a total of
13 participants were removed for responding randomly, leav-
ing 387 participants in the final analyses. Data were analyzed
in the same way as experiment 1. Participants with higher
ART scores were more likely to recognize emotions correctly
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than participants with lower ART scores, as indicated by a
significant effect of ART score, b = 0.24, X2(1) = 56.74, p <
.001. However, participants were not better at recognizing one
type of emotion more so than another, as indicated by a non-
significant effect of emotion type, X2(1) = 0.01, p = .92.
Finally, participants with higher ART scores were not better
at recognizing complex emotions over simple emotions, as
indicated by a non-significant interaction between ART score
and emotion type, X2(1) = 1.19, p = .28. See Fig. 2 for a visual
summary of these results.

Discussion These results further suggest that fiction reading
experience supports emotion recognition. While the predicted
differences in recognition by an interaction of emotion type
and ART score were not supported in this sample, as they
were in experiment 1, these findings are broadly in line with
the literature suggesting that long-term fiction reading sup-
ports emotion recognition, overall (e.g., Panero et al., 2016).

There are several potential reasons why experiment 2 did
not find an interaction between ART score and emotion type
as did experiment 1. All participants from experiment 1 were
drawn from the relatively homogenous undergraduate popu-
lation of the University of Wisconsin-Madison. In contrast,
participants in experiment 2 were drawn from the relatively
heterogeneous population of the Mechanical Turk workforce
of the USA. The ART employed in experiments 1 and 2 was
validated using an undergraduate sample (Acheson et al.,
2008), but there is significant variation in language experience
across cultures of the USA. Indeed, application of the ART to
different cultures requires careful selection of author names to
create a valid and meaningful measure of reading experience
(e.g., Chen & Fang, 2015; Lee et al., 2019; Masterson &
Hayes, 2007). One measure of fiction reading experience
may therefore capture many different kinds of language expe-
riences between samples, even for participants with the same
ART score. In experiment 1, these experiences mapped neatly
onto the patterns in COCA, and in experiment 2, they did not.
If cultural differences between participants undermined the
interaction, then more sensitive measures of language experi-
ence and corresponding analyses of culturally specific

language corpora would prove useful in characterizing how
statistical properties of language affect emotion recognition.

Relatedly, control of moderating factors may unmask the
interaction in experiment 2. Previous studies have demonstrat-
ed control for factors like gender, age, and education does not
diminish the overall relationship between ART score and
emotion recognition (Kidd & Castano, 2013), though more
subtle relationships may exist. For example, participants with
a college education select fear and disgust labels more often in
emotion recognition tasks than participants with no college
education (Trauffer et al., 2013). If ART score correlates with
education—a likely assumption—then the more educated par-
ticipants in the heterogeneous sample of experiment 2 may
have recognized simple and complex emotions at similar
rates. Gender may also be relevant. Women are more likely
to accurately recognize subtle emotions (Hoffmann et al.,
2010) and negatively valenced emotions (Thompson &
Voyer, 2014) thanmen, and Summers (2013) suggested wom-
en have a stronger proclivity to read fiction books over other
books. Environmental differences between experiments 1 and
2 may have also attributed to the discrepancies between the
two studies. Participants in experiment 1 completed the study
in a quiet room at individual booths with over-ear headphones,
while participants in experiment 2 completed the study online
in an environment of their choosing. It could be that distrac-
tions may have impacted performance on subtle aspects of the
GERT-S, such as recognition of complex emotions. Additional
measurement and control of factors correlated with both ART
score and emotion recognition abilities, as well as environ-
mental factors that may influence performance on the
GERT-S, could help clarify the emotion–fiction link.

Finally, the interaction in experiment 1 may reflect a type I
error. Experiment 2 was specifically designed to replicate the
finding of experiment 1 in a larger and more diverse sample to
establish the generalizability and reliability of the findings,
and the failure to replicate the critical interaction should invite
a critical look at the corpus analyses and the experiment 1.
However, rather than suggesting that statistical properties of
language have no bearing on emotion recognition, these re-
sults should prompt alternative approaches to examining the

Fig. 2 Performance in
experiment 1 and experiment 2.
Lines depict smoothed trend line
estimated from raw data using a
generalized additivemodel; bands
are standard error. Dots indicate
average performance in condition
for each participant, jittered for
visualization. Note, the x-axis
scale for experiment 2 represents
a larger range of ART scores than
experiment 1
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statistical properties of language and their relationship with
emotion. Suggested studies are taken up in the “General
Discussion” section.

General Discussion

These experiments take a first step toward empirically linking
emotion recognition with properties of natural language expe-
rience. Our corpus analysis showed that words labeling a com-
plex emotion are used particularly often in an emotive sense in
fiction but not in other genres, whereas words with a simple
emotion meaning are used in an emotive sense equally often
across all three genres. In experiment 1, participants withmore
fiction reading experience, as indexed by ART scores, were
better able to recognize complex emotions than were partici-
pants with lower fiction reading experience. In experiment 2,
participants with higher ART scores were better able to rec-
ognize emotions overall compared to those with lower scores,
but the specific effect for complex emotions seen in experi-
ment 1 was not reliable. Together, these findings suggest that
fiction reading experience is related to emotion recognition
abilities and that statistical properties of language experience
may contribute to emotion knowledge.

These results may have implications for the role of emotion
category labels in emotion recognition, in that we show fiction
may increase readers’ exposure to some kinds of category
labels. Category labels help people learn emotion categories
and distinguish a given category from others (Doyle &
Lindquist, 2017). Access to that label supports emotion rec-
ognition (Lindquist et al., 2014; Lindquist & Gendron, 2013).
Our corpus analyses ground this phenomenon in natural ex-
perience; different corpus genres exhibit statistical differences
in their use of emotion category labels, which may, in turn,
affect the formation of coherent emotion concepts. While re-
searchers have previously analyzed the properties of small
samples of fiction (Koopman, 2016) or experimentally manip-
ulated text (Kidd et al., 2016), the corpus analyses employed
here warrant claims about natural language experience.
Identifying this statistical property over large text corpora is
critical given the importance of long-term measures of fiction
reading experience in emotion recognition (e.g., Panero et al.,
2016; Samur et al., 2018).

The holistic measure of semantic sense we employ approx-
imates the relationship between an emotion category label and
an emotion concept. Cognitive research into properties of
word meaning could guide future research and more nuanced
measures. For example, statistical properties like word fre-
quency, contextual diversity, and semantic distinctiveness
each impact word recognition and comprehension (Johns
et al., 2012); likewise, contextual distinctiveness may capture
some variation in expression of the emotion concept that in-
forms emotion recognition.

Higher order statistical properties of language use will like-
ly be particularly important to make more progress under-
standing how emotion recognition is shaped by fiction reading
experience. In social interactions, emotion recognition re-
quires the integration of facial expression, posture, and tone,
much of which is implied but not always present in fiction
text. Distributional models of semantics derived solely from
statistical properties of text corpora capture some experiential
and visual semantic features (see Lewis et al., 2019, in
response to Kim et al., 2019). A similar learning mechanism
may support the formation of emotion concepts through lan-
guage in embodied and constructionist perspectives.

Corpus analyses beyond fiction texts investigating fine-
grained corpus sub-genres may further qualify the link between
language experience and empathy. For example, researchers
have argued that literary fiction is a particularly beneficial
source of emotion content as compared to genre fiction (e.g.,
Kidd & Castano, 2013). An analysis of the properties of emo-
tion category labels in literary vs genre fiction may clarify why
fiction reading experience improves empathy. Language pat-
terns vary dramatically between genre (e.g., Johns & Jamieson,
2018). Corpus analyses may prove useful for qualifying how
other types of language experience—in television shows,
movies, children’s literature, spoken language, and more—
may correspond to the formation of specific emotion concepts.

Distributional statistical analyses of natural language could
prove useful in further defining individual and cross-cultural
differences in emotion recognition (Elfenbein et al., 2007;
Jack et al., 2012; Jackson et al., 2019). Language structure
varies dramatically between cultures (e.g., Johns &
Jamieson, 2019), and emerging research suggests that these
linguistic differences may correspond to cultural variation in
emotion concepts (Jackson et al., 2019). Behavioral data
employing culturally sensitive language experience measures
and emotion recognition tasks would enable a parallel to be
drawn between linguistic patterns and emotion concepts.
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